Sports-related concussion is a major public health problem in the United States that is estimated to occur in 1.6-3.8 million individuals annually, and is particularly common in football. Despite the significance and growing concerns about the potential long-term consequences of concussion, its biomechanical mechanisms are not fully understood. Since 1970's computational head modeling has proved to be an efficient tool for establishment of health injury criteria and studies on head injury mitigation.
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One important step in the computational modeling of the human head is to develop the mathematical material models (constitutive models) for the tissue. There have been many attempts to develop an accurate constitutive model for brain tissue. Recent experimental studies have highlighted the significant influence of axonal fibers on the non-linear and anisotropic behavior of brain tissue. Tractography based on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been used in various previous studies to develop a constitutive model for human brain by including the anisotropic properties. Though DTI provides a macro scale information about the axonal fibers in the brain, it cannot directly describe multiple fiber orientations within a single voxel. To address this limitation within the DTI tractography, Diffusion Spectrum imaging (DSI), a variant of Diffusion Weighted Imaging, is used. DSI is generally used in deriving connectome sets and is sensitive to intravoxel heterogeneities of fiber orientation in diffusion direction caused by crossing fiber tracts and thus allowing for more accurate mapping of axonal trajectories than other diffusion methods. Thus more accurate constitutive models can be developed from the structural information about the human brain using DSI. This paper extends, the anisotropic constitutive models developed previously, for two family of fibers which will be useful in the computational modeling of the human brain using DSI. 
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INTRODUCTION
Traumatic Brain injury (TBI) accounts for most of the deaths and permanent disabilities among all the injuries sustained by the vulnerable road users, vehicle users in road accidents and sports [1] . Almost 2% of US population is living with TBI related disabilities [2] . In most severe cases diffuse axonal injury (DAI) is the most common pathology where the dynamic tensile elongation of fibers leads to fiber rupture and axonal degeneration [3, 4] . Addressing axonal elongation during the impact within the head can allow better understanding of the injury mechanism. Though brain injury studies provided insights into head impact biomechanics, they still lack specificity. Computational modeling may be a powerful tool to understand 2 Copyright © 2014 by ASME the transfer function from measured kinematics to intercranial deformations and ultimate injury thresholds. Biofidelic finite element models are increasingly playing important roles in understanding and assessing the brain injury [5] - [10] . Many successful attempts have been made to include the anisotropy of the axonal structure of the brain, obtained from MRI tractography models, into the constitutive models for more realistic and accurate finite element simulations. Wright et al. [3] implemented anisotropy into constitutive model of brain for white matter. Colgan et al. [11] also incorporated anisotropic orientations into a non-linear elastic material model for a FE brain to predict the effect of anisotropy in high acceleration cases. Kraft et al. [12] performed frontal impact simulations by including DTI data into finite element model.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) tractography is the mapping of neural architecture based on diffusion sensitive MRI of tissue anisotropy. As an investigative tool, it provides a principled and an accurate portrait of neural connectivity in majority of realistic situations [13] . Complex fiber architecture is a ubiquitous feature of neuroanatomy and a tractography model that can reliably examine the organization of neural tissue would be of great help as they may be linked to injury mechanisms. DTI and DSI are techniques which are generally employed to build the structure of the human brain based on the diffusion data available from brain. In the recent days, there is a gradual increase in the use of DSI by researchers because of its ability to provide more accurate mapping of the axonal structures. Tractography based on DTI cannot directly image multiple fiber orientations within a single voxel. DSI, a variant of diffusion weighted imaging, is generally used in deriving the connectome data sets. DSI is sensitive to intravoxel heterogeneities in fiber orientation in diffusion direction caused by crossing fiber tracts and thus allowing for more accurate mapping of axonal trajectories than other diffusion methods.
To our knowledge all the previous studies on anisotropic constitutive modeling of human brain did not include the intravoxel heterogeneity of the axonal fiber orientations. But with the recent advancement of DSI which can provide information about the crossing fiber tracts per voxel, there has been a need to develop anisotropic constitutive models involving intravoxel heterogeneity of axonal fibers (presence of two or more families of fibers.) This study constitutes the first step towards a more accurate constitutive model of human brain, thus a first step towards a more realistic brain finite element modeling.
COMPARIOSON OF DIFFUSION SPECTRUM IMAGING AND DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING:
Anisotropy is prevalent in numerous biological tissues, which are comprised of fibers, or bundle of cells aligned in uniform directions. Axons tend to form complex tracts within the white matter regions of human brain, which promote connectivity and communication [14] . Diffusion MRI is a set of noninvasive scanning techniques that estimates fiber connection trajectories based on gradient maps of the diffusion of water molecules through brain tissue. DSI and DTI are non-invasive techniques that can be used to visualize the axonal pathways.
Since its introduction in 1994 [15] , DTI has rapidly become established as a powerful tool for assessing white matter integrity and connectivity. The basic principle behind DTI is that water diffuses more rapidly in the direction aligned with the internal structure, and more slowly as it moves perpendicular to the preferred direction [14] . However, there is now a growing recognition that the assumptions underlying the diffusion tensor model are rarely met in practice [16] . In particular, it is now clear that each voxel cannot be assumed to contain a single, coherently oriented bundle of white matter axons. Voxels containing multiple fiber orientations can be readily observed using a new diffusion MRI technique referred to as DSI. It is a highly sensitive variant of the diffusion MRI, which can accurately depict the orientation of multiple fibers that cross a single location. [13] According to [13] , Figure 1 shows the tractography models constructed using both DTI and DSI. Tractography of the DSI reconstruction shows the Ponto cerebellar fibers intersecting and interpenetrating the corticofugal fibers, whereas the DTI tractography fails to detect any Ponto cerebellar fibers [13] .
Figure 1: Figure showing the comparison of DSI Tractography in low and high magnifications(A,C) and DTI tractography in low and high magnifications(B,D) in the basis points of human brain
When the human centrum semiovale is examined, tractography with the DSI reconstruction shows 3-way intersection of the mediolaterally directed transcallosal fibers, vertically oriented corticospinal fibers, and anterior-posterior association fibers. For the identical seed volume, however DTI tractography shows erroneous confluence of these pathways, and reduction in the density of the identified fibers [13] .
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Copyright © 2014 by ASME The above discussion showed that DSI tractography models are more accurate and clear in terms of the neural connectivity for various areas of human brain. DSI can be used in developing more accurate biofidelic finite element models
ANISOTROPIC CONSTITUTIVE MODEL:
The Anisotropic properties of biological tissue are important to capture within a computational framework because the axonal fiber tracts have been reported to be approximately three time stiffer than the surrounding matrix [17] . This is an attempt to review the numerical techniques developed before for fiber reinforced composites (with two fiber orientations) and its application to inform anisotropic hyper-elastic FE models using diffusion spectrum imaging.
MULTIPLICATIVE SPLIT OF DEFORMATION GRADIENT:
Deformation gradient was split into deviatoric and dilational response by multiplicative decomposition gives:
Clearly by construction, det( )
so that the only deformation due to vol F contributes to the volume change of the material. Similarly the right and left Cauchy green tensors can be defined as:
Where C and B are the modified Cauchy green Stress
Tensors. The Modified principle invariants of the cauchy green tensor are: 0 represent the un-deformed fiber orientations. For a material that is reinforced by two families of fibers, the stress at a material point depends not only on the deformation gradient F , but also on the fiber directions. Also modeling of brain tissue using DSI which is capable of showing the crossing of fibers as discussed in the previous section, is possible with the development of an anisotropic constitutive model with two family of fibers.
DECOUPLED REPRESENTATION OF STRAIN ENERGY:
Similar to the approach taken by [18] [19] [20] , the strain energy function per unit volume is given by: The 2 nd Piola Kirchoff stress is derived from the strain energy as: Copyright © 2014 by ASME A push-forward operation on the 2 nd Piola Kirchoff stress tensors to the current configuration, and a scaling with the inverse of the volume ratio, transforms the above equation in to Cauchy stress tensor of a transversely isotropic hyperelastic material. 
A push forward operation yields the Cauchy stress: 
VALIDATION OF THE NUMERICAL METHOD:
Similar to that of Weiss [20] numerical tests were performed to insure that the stress update was implemented correctly into the computational framework and were compared with the analytical solutions. Single element computations of uniaxial, strip biaxial and equibiaxial tests were performed to validate the update of stress for the implementation against theoretical solutions. Three sets of graphs, showing the single element computations under uniaxial, equibiaxial and strip biaxial loading conditions, obtained using the procedure by Weiss [20] , are shown below. 1. Elements assumed to be containing just one family of fibers. 2. Elements assumed to be containing two family of fibers which are assumed to be in parallel orientation (for immediate comparison with the previous case). 3 . Theoretical 2 nd Piola Kirchoff stress graphs under uniaxial, equibiaxial and strip biaxial loading conditions for elements assumed to be containing two family of fibers which are oriented at different angles with respect to each other.
Incompressibility is assumed so that det( ) 1  F . The deformation gradient is expressed as: 
A good agreement between the theoretical and finite element simulations has been observed as seen below. The work done in this paper so far is the extension of the work done for anisotropic materials with just one family of fibers. So, we can safely assume that this constitutive model works for an element with two family of fibers as well. To validate it, a quick check can be performed by comparing the previous results with that of an element with 2 fiber family where the 2 fibers are given a parallel orientation and under different loading conditions.
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Copyright © 2014 by ASME From the constitutive model developed in the previous section, the behavior of single element with 2 fiber family with different orientations (with respect to the loading axis) under different loading conditions i.e., uniaxial, equibiaxial and strip biaxial loading conditions is predicted as shown below. 
CONCLUSION:
An anisotropic mathematical model (constitutive model) with intravoxel heterogeneity of fiber orientation has been developed for the brain tissue. Information about the structure provided by the Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) can thus be used to develop more accurate biofidelic finite element models which play a paramount role in the injury assessment and detection.
